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DIPasDoc is a help system based on the Delphi help engine. It is designed to generate HTML
help files from unit source code comments. The source comments must be positioned on lines
starting with '%'. The help system can display: The compiled source comments in the same
colors as the code. The class name and the unit name. The class members. The methods. The
constants. The local variables. The parameters. The procedures. The references. The
commands, as in a help browser. Using the class information, the DIPasDoc syntax can even
display the complete documentation hierarchy at once. The output can be directed to a file and
the displayed help file can be opened in MS Help. DIPasDoc can export the help file as: All the
HTML elements in the help file, including windows. The listing of all source comments in the
units. The listing of all the unit source code comments. The listing of all local variables,
constants and parameters. Using the complete hierarchy you can create customizable HTML
help projects that can be viewed on the web, by your customers or by you. DIPasDoc can also
output to HTML and MS Help in a directory by itself, which means the help files can be
accessed on their own, with their own listing and from any directory. The output help files are:
An HTML help file. A MS Help project with all the same information as the HTML file. An
MS Help project with all the same information as the HTML file, but with a different style.
Command Line: ? DIPasDoc -? displays the full syntax and allows an easy switch to an one
screen output. ? DIPasDoc -h shows a short command line help. ? DIPasDoc -h -list shows all
comments in a unit at once. DIPasDoc source file: ? DIPasDoc.pas Copyright (C) 2003-2005
Maximilian Koehler. All rights reserved. Module: DIPasDoc BEGIN procedure
DIPasDoc(f:Text); external 'DIPasDoc.DIPasDoc'; END. A typical source file: '%Include%'
{$INCLUDE "D:\Delphi\DIPasDoc.pas"} {$I "

DIPasDoc Crack + Download [Updated-2022]

DIPasDoc provides the following macros for automatically generating HTML documentation
comments for various aspects of Pascal unit source code. They are included in the macro
configuration file, and can be omitted from individual source files by putting the macro's define
above the first class procedure or function body. The macros are as follows: For all class
procedures, functions, properties and methods: Macro: PROCEDURE Macro: PROPERTY
Macro: METHOD Macro: INHERIT Macro: MESSAGE Macro: GET Macro: GET_SUB
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Macro: SET Macro: GET_SUB_S Macro: SET_SUB Macro: SET_SUB_S Macro: RECURSE
Macro: LENGTH Macro: LENGTH_SUB Macro: GET_LENGTH Macro: LENGTH_SUB_S
Macro: GET_LENGTH_SUB Macro: LENGTH_SUB_C Macro: DEFINE Macro: END
Macro: GET Macro: END Macro: GET_SUB Macro: END Macro: GET_SUB_S Macro: END
Macro: GET_LENGTH Macro: END Macro: GET_LENGTH_SUB Macro: END Macro:
GET_LENGTH_SUB_C Macro: END Macro: GET_N Macro: GET_N_S Macro: END Macro:
GET_N_SUB Macro: END Macro: GET_N_SUB_C Macro: END Macro: GET_RECURSE
Macro: END Macro: GET_SUB Macro: END Macro: GET_SUB_S Macro: END Macro:
GET_LENGTH Macro: END Macro: GET_LENGTH_SUB Macro: END Macro:
GET_LENGTH_SUB_C Macro: END Macro: GET 77a5ca646e
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The new documentation generator from Palewars.eu can generate documentation from
compiler's defines and includes, from high level description lists (if you compile with
delphiX.dpr), from code documentation from your own source code and from compiler
generated output. The help can be generated in various formats, including HTML, CHM,
PascalDoc, TPRODoc and many more. The different formats have different parameters for
output, that let you create a help file for a product, a library, a class or even for the compiler!
The syntax is very simple, and tries to be as close to compiler's syntax as possible. This implies
that you can compile with DIPasDoc from Delphi X3 to D6, or even from Delphi 7. DIPasDoc
runs on Windows, Linux, and more! DIPasDoc was designed to generate HTML
documentation from comments in Pascal unit source code files. It outputs browsable help as
standard HTML files and can also create complete and customizable MS HTML Help projects.
It is the only free help generator that flawlessly follows compiler defines and include files.
DIPasDoc is the ideal tool for source code documentation, both for your company's in-house
library and your customers. The DIPasDoc syntax tries to immitate commands from the Delphi
command line compiler BCC32.exe if possible, even though it is heavily extended by special
preprocessor functionality. Type: ? DIPasDoc -? for the full syntax, or ? DIPasDoc -? more to
display one screen at a time only. To test DIPasDoc.exe creating HTML output, run
Create_Help.bat. This will run DIPasDoc on its own sources, and place the documentation files
in the.Help directory. Open any of the HTML files in your browser to see the result. Since the
DIPasDoc source comments are not specially beautified for HTML documentation, it looks a
bit odd at times. However, you will still get an impression of the possibilities of DIPasDoc.
DIPasDoc Description: The new documentation generator from Palewars.eu can generate
documentation from compiler's defines and includes, from high level description lists (if you
compile with delphiX.dpr), from code documentation from your own source code and from
compiler generated output. The help can be generated in various formats, including HTML,
CHM, PascalDoc, T

What's New in the?

DIPasDoc is a stand-alone help generator, which allows you to create project-independent MS
HTML Help projects from your source code comments in a Pascal unit. You can use DIPasDoc
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for the following purposes: * Generating help from your library's source code for your
customers. * Generating complete HTML Help projects for your library's source code for your
customers. * Generating just help information, from an existing project, for your own
development work. DIPasDoc works for most Pascal compilers, especially for Delphi, Object
Pascal and Free Pascal. It generates the help output with maximum compatibility to the
interface of the Delphi and Object Pascal compilers. This information gives you a short review
of the keywords of DIPasDoc: DIPasDoc is a dynamic help generator for Pascal unit source
code. * You can produce complete and customizable projects without including other files.
You can specify your own includes and excludes and use the function DIPasDoc.Add in your
own include and excludes files. * DIPasDoc does not produce help from source code
comments. It uses dynamic predefined include and excludes for the source code comments, and
produces comments to generate an HTML help file. * You can output all help information, or
only the help for one unit. * You can output index and topic files in alphabetical order, or in the
order of the units. * You can keep all source code comments for the documentation or just for a
part of it. * You can specify the language of the output help files. This allows you to produce
output help for your customer's or project's target language. * You can specify the compiler
used for the compiler defines for your source code. * You can specify one or more directories
for your HTML files. * You can specify a directory, to which you want to copy your generated
HTML files. * You can specify that DIPasDoc should only start outputting the index and topics
once the whole project is compiled. * You can specify that DIPasDoc should only start
outputting the index and topics once the compiler and compiler defines have been changed. *
You can specify a directory for your HTML files, and specify a directory for a project's include
and exclude files. * You can specify the language of the HTML pages. * You can specify the
HTML page language. * You can define an output name for the HTML page. * You can define
a language for the HTML pages. * You can define a page title for the HTML pages. * You can
define a text for the page title. * You can specify an output name for the directory. * You can
specify a directory name for the directory. * You can specify a name for the source unit's
project. * You can specify a source unit's project file name. *
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System Requirements For DIPasDoc:

• DirectX 11.0c • 4 GB RAM • Minimum spec: Nvidia GeForce GTX 680, Intel Core i7 CPU,
4 GB RAM AMD Radeon HD 7970 or HD 7950 GPU, 4 GB RAM Minimum spec: Intel
i5-4590, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, 3 GB RAM • Ubuntu 14.04, Ubuntu 16.04 • Windows 8
or Windows 7 (XP compatible) About DXViz Compatible: Microsoft DirectX 10 or later
DirectX 11
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